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—
I am thinking about magic, as I write this. Magic
and communication, and magic and loss,
and when all the magic you have conjured in
yourself and in others is not quite enough.
It starts with the idea that we are capable of it at all,
for why else would we keep stones and talismans and
images and mementoes of lives. There is something
in our collections that supposes these objects can
transport us, can deliver something to us. That what
is not here, now, could be somewhere, still.
And why else would we use language like a
charm, compelling transformation?
—
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—

—

The story of you and I might be

On weight

simply told by a short description

You can use a plumb line—a weight on

of phenomena, readable through

a string—to determine if something is

this constellation of things:

perfectly vertical. The noun aplomb
stems from a stoic relationship

A prism

to gravity: to handle a difficult

A ball of string

situation and still be on your feet.

A compass
A short fork, a long spoon

(We fell.)

Two depictions of clouds
Baby teeth
A plumb bob
A magnifying glass
A billy club
A gold pocket watch
Silver hammered into the shape of a
bowl until it split
A porcelain finger
A bristle from a street sweeper
A coin that says “SEX”
A card that reads “Mercy”
A picture of birds

—
On refracted light
Light passes through a lens, and
changes direction, or else in the case
of prism-effects, a full spectrum
is pulled from a single beam.
(We separated.)
—
On mercy
…
(This is the hard part.)
—
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—
I never sent you this letter:
Dear x.,
One sunny day many years ago we went swimming at
Hicks Lake. Despite the threat of swimmers itch, we had a
great time in that warm lake. I lost my goggles that day,
after jumping off that little wharf thingy; you remember?
But before I did, I recall paddling about, looking at you
in the water. There was a moment when you dove off the
dock—a deep dive and a slow rise to the surface—and the
sun was shining on you through the water, and your eyes
were closed, and you looked so beautiful and peaceful
and weightless. I just floated there, watching you.
There are some moments that can transcend all the human
shit that our lives include, and this was one of them.
I will always hold that, and you, dear.
Love,
V.
—
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—
Do you know about transmutation?
There was someone I used to go to high school with.
On Mondays in English class she would sometimes
tell us about how she turned into a ghost cat on the
weekend. The details were precise: it is painful to grow
fur through your human skin and your spine moves
differently when you walk through walls. She was a
witch, and the first openly queer person I think I knew.
I want us to be elsewhere, beyond the laws of gravity
and nature. This crystal, that skull, your heart, my
good intentions; all of these put into words to bring
about this other world. I have been making spells,
in letters and notes, in my mind as I sleep, and in
conversations that go like stones into still lakes.
I’m a bad fucking witch.
—
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—
Carve this stave on a slip of oak or red
spruce, and you will see the ghost*.
—
Witches don’t float, nor do our desires. You did, in that long
ago memory, and I’ve been conjuring your ghost ever since.
Mercy for that old moment. Mercy to let it be.
—

*This text was encountered at the Museum of Icelandic Sorcery
and Witchcraft in Hólmavík, Iceland.
Drawings by Vanessa Kwan
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